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Abstract—An increasing number of high school teachers use
existing Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) concerning
programming education. Most MOOCs focus on teaching the
basics of a programming language and common concepts or patterns. MOOC platforms usually provide their own code execution environments and thus have full control over the features
and appearance available to learners. However, only a subset of
tools available to professional software engineers is used in introductory programming MOOCs. While the reduction of features is helpful to ease navigation for novices, we assume that
learners benefit from more advanced features at a later stage in
the learning process. To help students minimize bugs and conceptual mistakes, we intend to evaluate how pair programming
could be enabled for remote peers in MOOCs with a synchronized editor and an additional communication channel. Further,
we plan to use static program analysis to get more insights about
the code written by learners and to provide early feedback about
the coding style. One of our contributions will be to identify possibilities to integrate professional tools and methods in MOOCs
supported by an evaluation from learners.
Keywords—Programming, Computer Science Education, Pair
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I. CONTEXT
Modern computer science education in high schools and
universities usually contain several lessons on programming
education with practical exercises. Existing research, e.g., as
done by Merchant et al. highlights the importance of individual experiences in learning [1]. Besides the individual engagement with the learning content, Blayney and Freeman point
out that “a crucial part of any learning or assessment activity
is the degree to which students receive timely and effective
feedback” [2]. While high school teachers might give individual feedback to their students on demand, Staubitz et al. concluded that manual feedback and grading is impossible for
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) with huge enrollment numbers [3]. Therefore, in a MOOC, it is required to use
automated feedback to support learners. While multiplechoice quizzes are an integral part of MOOCs and technically
easy to verify, they do not cover the whole range of content
learned in a programming course and are inadequate to practice coding [4]. As an alternative to automated feedback, peer
reviews can be used. While learners perceive timely feedback
for their own work as helpful, giving feedback for peers results
in additional workload for them and thus cannot be used
throughout the full course [5].
To offer specific support for learners, some online platforms dedicated to programming education include interactive
workspaces. These allow students to write and execute their
own source code without setting up a local development environment, such as Codeboard 1 . MOOC providers, such as
openHPI2, also incorporate their own code execution platform,
e.g., CodeOcean [3]. The educational platforms usually offer
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only a subset of features commonly found in an integrated development environment (IDE) used by professional software
engineers. Many high school teachers we interviewed prefer
the increased simplicity of educational IDEs over feature-rich
IDEs to introduce novices to programming, as our previous
work suggests [4]. Further, teachers valued the automated
feedback given to learners, which freed some of their time to
support students struggling with the topic individually [4].
While automated feedback in programming MOOCs is often
based on unit tests and thus provides an indicator whether the
code written by students fulfills the given requirements, it does
not provide insights about the complexity, the runtime or other
software metrics used by professional software engineers.
Due to the limited features available in some educational
IDEs, not all principals used by professionals can be taught:
CodeOcean, for example, misses debug functionality to support learners in finding bugs in source code [4]. While a debugger is useful to squeeze bugs in a given code (i.e., after
making a mistake), pair programming as part of extreme programming (XP) leads to less error-prone programs compared
to individual work [6]. However, according to a preliminary
survey we conducted, many high school teachers do not explicitly introduce pair programming to their students. Nevertheless, students are forced to work in pairs of two in most
school lessons due to missing computers. For school homework and learners in MOOCs, pair programming is not available without further adaption due to the distance of learners.
II. OBJECTIVE
This thesis aims to investigate how to enhance programming education with professional tools and methods used by
software engineers, such as pair programming or static program analysis:
RQ1. How might we use the concept of pair programming
in an online environment with learners being remote?
RQ2. Which adaption is required to integrate static program
analysis in MOOCs and how might results be used?
RQ3. How can MOOC participants apply their knowledge
gained through pair programming and static program
analysis in a larger software project?
III. METHOD
To address the research questions outlined above, we plan
to develop a coherent concept in consultation with MOOC instructors and high school teachers. Furthermore, we aim to integrate the required features into the existing web-based code
execution platform CodeOcean and evaluate these by offering
a dedicated MOOC for the interested public. We intend to
open the course for learners of all age groups starting with senior high school students (K10-K12) but not limited to those.
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For integrating pair programming in an online scenario, we
aim to match learners anonymously with a peer (if desired)
and provide a synchronized code editor enabling live collaboration. As support for learners new to pair programming, we
plan to evaluate different forms of assistance in applying the
method. The assistance might range from providing a synchronized code editor fully accessible by both users simultaneously
to limiting the editor to one learner at a time. The latter might
support novices in applying pair programming, where one person actively types code as the driver and the other, called the
navigator, watches out for mistakes and acts as a brainstorming partner [7]. Additionally, the strict separation of both roles
in conjunction with the anonymity of peers might help to reduce gender-based discrimination as otherwise common in
Computer Science [8].
To provide students with opportunities to improve their
coding style, we aim to provide learners with other possible
solutions after submitting their code for final grading. We expect to raise awareness of the readability and maintainability
of source code by asking students to compare two solutions
which passed the same unit tests. Throughout our study, we
want to compare the solution preferred by learners and the
static program analysis. By using anonymized code of other
learners, we suppose to also provide a benefit for the two creators of the involved source code examples by processing the
gained feedback. The additional feedback could also be used
in conjunction with the Request for Comment feature available
in CodeOcean to get further help from peers [9].
During the course runtime, we intend to split the participants into groups and offer them different levels of tooling
support in an A/B test. In that scenario, the control group will
learn with the unaltered experience while the other(s) will be
used to increase the learning process. To prevent negative impact on participating high school students within one class and
to minimize the mutual influence, we aim to group students of
the same class together. By comparing the groups of learners
(e.g., concerning their time invested, the points achieved and
results of the static program analysis), we expect to identify
whether our proposed changes improve the learning outcome
gains. In addition, we will kindly ask all learners to participate
in a survey to get direct user feedback.
IV. RESULTS
Based on a preliminary survey with high school teachers
and students as well as our previous work, we are aware of
further requirements currently not fulfilled to enhance teaching effectiveness in programming education. These requirements have been used to formulate the research questions
listed above in Section II.
As I have just started to work in my first year as a Ph.D.
candidate, I aim to continue exploring the research area first
and further clarify the design of the experiments described
above. I will then work on RQ1 and focus on pair programming incorporating the insights Teusner et al. previously described regarding video-conferencing as a form of direct communication within a MOOC [10].
Continuing with RQ2, I want to focus on tooling support
to help learners improve their style of code before providing
students with an opportunity to apply their knowledge in a
software project larger than the usual exercises used in
MOOCs so far (RQ3). Depending on the results gathered so
far, the software project will incorporate the methods described above (such as pair programming and static program
analysis) as well as peer feedback.

V. CONCLUSION
Our previous work focused on satisfying the basic needs
high school teachers have when introducing blended learning
with MOOCs to their classes. While teachers aim to use programming environments designed for beginners, they also
profit from further customizations to control the features available to students. However, existing web-based programming
environments used in MOOCs, such as CodeOcean, lack support for extending programming education with professional
tools and methods, such as pair programming or static program analysis. As a result, interested MOOC participants including high school students are unable to experience these
techniques themselves in the familiar programming environment. We expect that programming learners familiar with
basic concepts would profit from an early introduction to the
tools and methods used in the software industry. Nevertheless,
the designated usage in MOOCs requires special adaption of
these techniques.
Therefore, this thesis aims to provide further insights into
the usage scenarios, the benefits and the limitations of these
techniques in MOOCs. Our vision is to incorporate teaching
about coding styles as a matter of course and offer students the
possibility to practice them while learning more profound programming concepts.
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Context

An increasing number of high school teachers use existing Massive Open Online Courses
(MOOCs) in programming education. Most programming MOOCs focus on teaching the basics
of a language and common concepts or patterns. MOOC platforms usually provide their own
code execution environments and thus have full control over the features and appearance
available to learners. However, only a subset of tools available to professional software
engineers is used in introductory programming MOOCs. While the reduction of features is
helpful to ease navigation for novices, we assume that learners beneﬁt from more advanced
features at a later stage in the learning process. To minimize bugs and conceptual mistakes,
we intend to evaluate how pair programming could be enabled for remote peers in MOOCs
with a synchronized editor and an additional communication channel. In addition, we plan to
use static program analysis to get more insights about the code written by learners and to
provide early feedback about the coding style. One of our contributions will be to identify
possibilities to integrate professional tools and methods in MOOCs supported by an evaluation from learners.

Computer Science Education with MOOCs proﬁts from:
■ Individual experiences [1]
■ Frequent [2] and automated [3] feedback
■ Coding tasks [4]
■ Balanced use of peer reviews [5]
Educational Development Environments are:
■ Preferred by teachers due to the limited set of features [6]
■ Limiting the introduction of professional methods [initial survey]

Research Questions
How might we use
the concept of pair
programming in an
online environment
with learners
being remote?

Proposed Approach
■ Match learners anonymously
■ Provide a synchronized code editor modiﬁable
... by both users simultaneously
... by only one user to enforce
driver / navigator pattern [7]

>

Which adaption
is required to
integrate static
program analysis
in MOOCs and
how might results
be used?
Proposed Approach
■ Compare user feedback on submissions and analysis results to
identify metrics
■ Display hints based on the identiﬁed metrics during development

>

How can MOOC
participants apply
their knowledge
gained through
pair programming
and static program
analysis in a larger
software project?
Proposed Approach
■ Use permutations with
A/B tests to identify most
supportive aspects
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